
CHOOSING  A
DANCE SCHOOL

5. WILL MY CHILD MAKE FRIENDS?

 Performing is an exciting, empowering and confidence building part of the training process. Dance shows are a wonderful way for

students to showcase the results of their hard work for family and friends. Our Annual Summer show takes place in a professional

theatre and ALL students have the opportunity to take part.
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1. IS THE TEACHER PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED AND QUALIFIED?

2. WHERE ARE THE CLASSES HELD?

3. ARE THERE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MY CHILD TO PROGRESS?

4. WILL MY CHILD GET THE CHANCE TO PERFORM?

Child development and safety are paramount when choosing a dance school. Check if the  teachers hold qualifications through a

recognised dance teachers association. Fox Academy of Dance  are qualified and recognised with the ISTD and Acrobatic Arts as well

as holding a whole host of additional teaching certifications. We are also proud to be a Recognised School with CDMT and Certified by

YPAD- Youth Protection Advocates for Dance. Check our 'about' section on our website to find out more about us!

Whether classes are held in a village hall, sports centre or in purpose built studios, a dedicated dance space that caters to the needs of

the dance style is very important. Floors should be clean, the space should be tidy and there should be adequate resources for all

dancers available such as barres, mats and props. Check if there is free parking, changing facilities and a waiting area for parents! We

have all of this- and you can even enjoy a slice of cake and a cuppa whilst you watch our classes from the comfort of our adjacent cafe!

Taking dance lessons should be enjoyable above all else but it is a good idea to check there is structure for progression built into class

plans or even if there is the chance to take examinations. An established dance school will have steps in place to take dancers from

beginner level through to pre-vocational level in preparation for further training if required. Our classes are based around codifed syllabi

from our member associations meaning each dancer has a clear progression route and the support needed to make that progress.  

 This is something which unfortunately can't be guaranteed. However if a dance school has a

relaxed and supportive environment (both in class and out), offers workshops, parties and other

activites for dancers to take part in alongside structured classes, professional teachers and solid

values- it will be a great place to build a child's confidence and help them make new friends!



JOIN OUR DANCE FAMILY IN 3 EASY STEPS!

 
1. CHOOSE YOUR CLASS

2. ENROL ONLINE

3. DANCE WITH US!

 

IT REALLY IS THAT SIMPLE! !

WWW.FOXACADEMYOFDANCE.COM
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